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1. Introduction
One of the primary obligations of democratic governments is the prevention and remediation
of hazards which pose a risk to their populations1. The global spread of SARS-CoV-2 in 2019
and 2020 is one such hazard. Even if it is accepted that non-state actors (including the private
sector, civil society, individuals and communities) may have a critical role to play in addressing
a hazard such as a COVID-19,2 democratically elected governments have special
responsibilities to their people at time such as this. In most countries, which have had a
significant number of COVID-19 cases, there is hardly an aspect of life which is untouched by
the pandemic. In response, parliaments in countries around the world are adopting legislation
to deal with the grave health, social, economic, and legal consequences of COVID-19.3
Furthermore, the executive branch of governments is generally granted some form of powers
under the constitution (in systems where there is one) and/or legislation to deal with public
health emergencies such as COVID-19. In these emergency contexts, the powers generally
authorise the executive to take action which would otherwise generally be unlawful, such
forcing the isolation of individuals, and requiring individuals to submit to interferences with
their bodily integrity, such as through swabbing and other testing. Some of these powers are
strictly limited by the terms of the legislation, but some are, not and confer broad discretions
on executive decision-makers. In these extraordinary times, a prevalent concern, at times
approximating concern about the underlying problem itself, is whether legislative and
executive power is being properly exercised.
This paper considers some of the mechanisms used in Australia to ensure the proper exercise
of legislative and executive power during COVID-19. It argues that, although traditional
mechanisms for control of legislative and executive involving applications to the courts have
an important role to play, their generally narrow focus in the Australian system on the legality
of the legislative or executive conduct does not provide the type of ‘thick’ accountability which
is needed in this context. In Australia, the High Court’s review of the constitutionality of
Commonwealth legislation is primarily concerned with whether the legislation is within one of
the heads of power of the Commonwealth parliament.4 Very few additional constitutional
restrictions exist on the powers of the Commonwealth parliament. The situation is largely the
same in relation to State legislative power.5 In terms of executive action, the courts, at the
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Commonwealth or State or Territory levels, supervise for the legality of decisions made
pursuant to the executive’s statutory (or prerogative powers) and do not generally scrutinise
the ‘merits’ of executive action – whether the decision is fair or unfair, protective of rights or
not, substantively correct or not.6 Legality is generally limited to reviewing for whether the
decision-maker had power to act, a fair procedure was followed, the decision was made without
bias, and an adequate process of reasoning was followed. In the States and Territories which
have Charters of Rights, review of executive action may also look at whether there was
consistency with these standards.7 Some very limited use of the courts has been made in
Australia to challenge government measures in relation to COVID-19,8 compared to other
countries where the courts have been looked to much more frequently.9
My argument is not that these forms of judicial accountability are not important. They are. But
a more substantial form of accountability is also needed where the crisis has such extensive,
lasting consequences, at both an individual and population level, across so many aspects of the
society, especially its economy. The paper argues that essential to bringing adequate scrutiny
to the conduct of government in relation to governance challenges raised by COVID-19 are
two inquiry-based mechanisms: (1) the holding of parliamentary committee ‘inquisitorialstyle’ inquiries; and (2) the conduct of systems-level inquiries by other ‘integrity branch’ actors
in the Australian system, such as the Ombudsmen and Auditors-General. This thick form of
accountability offers the opportunity for review of past and continuing conduct, but it also
offers the greatest opportunity for recommending concrete changes to be made to improve the
operation of government in these crisis situations for the future.
2. Parliamentary Committees
At the federal, state and territory levels of government in Australia, there is a system of
parliamentary committees which have the power to conduct inquiries into almost any aspect of
Australian life which has implications for ‘matters of policy or government administration or
performance’.10 Over the years, there have been inquiries into Australia’s banana export
industry, the prevalence of foetal alcohol spectrum disorder in Australia, homelessness, the
conduct of Australia’s banking industry, and many more. These committees are constituted by
members of parliament and usually include a group of members from the governing and
opposition parties, as well as non-aligned members. Some are ‘standing’ committees and exist
on an on-going basis. Others are ad hoc committees. The subject matter of the committees
inquiries is based on a referral by the parliament, a Minister, or the committee itself. They have
extensive powers, including the power to demand the attendance of witnesses and the provision
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of documents or other information. The committees take submissions from any legal person
(individual, corporate, organisation). They also generally conduct oral hearings to allow
members of the committees to ask further questions of those who made written submissions or
others. The content of the written and oral submissions inform the findings of the committees.
The committees write reports, which make recommendations and which are laid before the
parliament. The findings and recommendations of the committees often influence the direction
of government policy or the shape of laws made by the parliament. They sometimes serve to
bring to light social or economic problems, which have hitherto not been fully understand by
the community, thereby serving as an impetus for further public advocacy to government.
The committees are one of the most important forms of parliamentary accountability in the
Australian political system.11 However, they are not without their limitations, which means that
their potential to hold government to account sometimes goes unfulfilled. This might be
because the Committee is formed from the lower house of parliament and it is dominated by
members of parliament who are part of the government. It might also be because Ministers or
other members of parliament might refuse to appear before the Committee or to hand over
documents. There are also more reports of public servants, who should be independent of any
political party, stalling Committee processes by not answering questions.12 Despite these
potential shortcomings, the Committees remain are the best form of parliamentary
accountability in Australia.
On 8 April 2020, the Senate passed a resolution to establish the Senate Select Committee on
COVID-19 (COVID-19 Committee). The Senate is the upper house of Australia’s bicameral
parliament and, currently, is not controlled by the party (the Liberal Party) who controls the
executive branch government. (In Australia, the paper who controls the lower house controls
the executive branch of government.) The resolution of the Senate to establish the COVID-19
Committee represents an opportunity for the opposition parties and members to scrutinise the
government’s conduct in response to COVID-19. The terms of reference for the COVID-19
Committee are exceptionally broad, with the matter referred to it or inquiry being ‘the
Australian Government's response to the COVID-19 pandemic; and any related matters.’13 The
Committee is due to report on 22 June 2020. It received 123 submissions from the public,
including from individuals, government departments, universities, Amnesty International and
other human rights groups, business organizations, medical groups, and trade unions. The
submissions are published on the Committee’s website and are freely available to the public.14
The Committee also held 14 days of oral hearings by digital means. These oral hearings are
also open to public. The Committee took the chance in the oral hearings to question officials
from various government departments, including Ministers, about key aspects of the
government’s policy response to COVID-19. This included understanding the government’s
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risk assessment, assessing whether the government acted quickly enough in response to
information it had about COVID-19, assessing the appropriateness of Australia’s travel
restrictions, and interrogating the chronology of events and the shared responsibility of
Commonwealth and State officials for the disembarkation of passengers from a cruise ship,
Ruby Princess, which was the source of a major outbreak of the COVID-19 and several deaths.
Through one set of questioning, the Committee discovered that a major error in the
government’s estimate of the number of people it was assisting with a special social security
payment for those who have lost their income because of COVID-19 (‘Jobkeeper Scheme’).
The questioning also revealed that the cost of the Jobkeeper Scheme would only be $70 billion
(USD48 billion), not $130 billion (USD88 billion). The information was vital to evaluating the
adequacy of the government’s economic response to the crisis, the adequacy of its support to
affected persons (there have been many exemptions from the Jobkeeper Scheme which has
seen people plunged into poverty), and the appropriateness of the government’s decision to end
the JobKeeper scheme as at a certain date.
The topics traversed by the Committee in its hearings have been wide-ranging and it is expected
that its report will be similar. The report will be exceptionally important in starting the process
of reflecting on Australia’s preparedness for COVID-19, its conduct during the height of the
pandemic, the measures required as Australia moves into the stand-down phase, and the
changes needed for future crises, whether of a pandemic nature or otherwise. There are similar
Committee processes occurring at the State and Territory levels in Australia,15 and the Senate
COVID-19 Committee is unlikely to be the last Commonwealth parliamentary inquiry into the
pandemic.
3. Other Integrity Officers: Auditors-General and Ombudsmen
Australia also has a range of other offices and organizations which, along with parliament and
the courts, form the ‘integrity branch’16 of government. These officers are often established by
parliament and form part of the parliament (as independent and not elected officers) or part of
the executive. In both instances, these officers and organizations are subject to a range of
protective measures which successfully insulate them from interference by the executive. Two
such offices of significance to accountability of the government during COVID-19 are: (a) the
ombudsman and (b) the auditors-general at the Commonwealth, State and Territory levels.
a. Ombudsmen Schemes
The Ombudsman schemes were established in Australian jurisdictions in the 1970s and 1980s
as a part of a widespread package of administrative law reforms, which responded to findings
about the lack of transparency and accountability of Australian’s executive arm of government,
and the resulting lawlessness, injustice and inefficiency arising from the conduct of this branch
of government.17 Taking the Commonwealth Ombudsman as an example, the Ombudsman has
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powers to investigate complaints received, as well as to initiate investigations of his or her own
motion, in relation to ‘administrative action’. The Commonwealth Ombudsman has a range of
coercive powers, which resemble the powers of royal commissions in Australia, and which
include being able to make requests for evidence. The Ombudsman makes findings about the
administrative action under review, which extends far beyond those which are open to courts
or tribunals in Australia. These include that the administrative action: was contrary to law; was
unreasonable or unjust; was in accordance with law but the law itself is unjust; was based on a
mistake of fact or law; was otherwise wrong.18 The Ombudsman, however, does not have the
power to make binding orders against those subject to adverse findings. The Ombudsman
issues a report to the relevant government department (and the associated Minister) about his
or her findings, along with recommendations about corrective action to be taken.19 The
Ombudsman may ask the relevant government department to report on action they propose to
take in response to his or her findings and recommendations.20 If the Ombudsman considers
that action taken in response to its findings or recommendations are inadequate, he or she may
report to the Prime Minister,21 and then present a copy of his or her report to the parliament.22
The parliament is then expected to use the mechanisms available to it (including Question Time
and the parliamentary committees discussed above) to pursue the issues raised in the
Ombudsman’s report.
Following a complaint by the Public Interest Advocacy Centre on behalf of 13 men in migration
detention, the Commonwealth Ombudsman, Michael Malthorpe, has announced an
investigation into ‘how detention facilities in Australia have acted to protect asylum seekers,
refugees and others being held during the coronavirus pandemic, and whether any detainees
should be released on health grounds.’23 The complaints relates to the crowded conditions
under which the men are detained, including the use of shared facilities and the impossibility
of social distancing in these circumstances.24 All 13 men are at heightened risk of contracting
coronavirus because of their underlying health conditions.25 As part of the investigation, staff
of the Ombudsman are making visits to migration detention centres around the country to
‘observe the way in which the Department of Home Affairs and its contracted providers are
implementing their respective COVID-19 plans.’26 The Ombudsman is due to report in June
2020 with a statement of its findings from the visits and recommendations for improvements.
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The Ombudsman mechanism is exceptionally important for understanding state practices
around the prevention of COVID-19 in closed settings such as migration detention centres. The
fact that the Ombudsman is able to access places of detention and perform site visits enables
him to provide a more fulsome picture of the conditions in detention and the conduct of the
government than courts are generally able to do in litigation-based challenges. The jurisdiction
of the Ombudsman also extends to investigation of the conduct of ‘service providers’ of the
Commonwealth, which opens up for scrutiny the conduct of private contractors who operate
migration detention centres or provides services within those detention centres under contracts
with the Commonwealth.27 This investigation also adds to the increased scrutiny of Australia’s
treatment of persons in closed settings over the last few years, in recognition of Australia
having ratified the Optional Protocol to the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment with its obligations coming into effect in
December 2020.28 Furthermore, the failure to care for vulnerable groups is a common
occurrence during pandemics, 29 and investigations such as those by the Ombudsman shine a
light on whether Australian governments have, despite their formal commitments, made any
substantive progress in protecting the rights and interests of persons in these groups.
b. Auditors-General
The position of the Auditor-General was one of the first statutory offices created at the time of
Australia’s federation in 1901. There are now Auditors-General at the Commonwealth level
and in each of the States and Territories. The Auditor-General is described as an ‘independent
and impartial public official who could scrutinise Commonwealth administration and give true
assessments on the state of the public accounts without intimidation by government or other
vested interests. The role of the Auditor-General was seen as fundamental to good
government.’30 Similar to the role of the Ombudsman,31 the Auditor-General has an impressive
range of powers which enable them to obtain information critical to their performance of their
statutory functions. There are various types of audits which may be conducted by the AuditorGeneral, with one being a ‘review or examination of a particular aspect of the operations of the
whole or part of the Commonwealth public sector’.32 At the conclusion of such a review, the
Auditor-General must give copies of the review to parliament, the relevant Minister, and other
government agencies.33 The Auditor-General may also give copies to other interested parties,
which could include the media.34 The office of the Auditor-General has been very important in
recent years in shedding light on sub-standard executive conduct. Although the AuditorGeneral’s focus is on financial matters (a matter important in itself), his investigations have
exposed serious deficits in executive conduct, including Ministerial interference in the
27
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decision-making of independent statutory agencies, the spending of government money on
party political purposes,35 and failings in the conduct of government contractors and of the
Commonwealth in their supervision.36
The Commonwealth Auditor-General has announced several reviews and audits in relation to
government expenditure on its response to COVID-19.37 Australia, like many countries, has
invested in huge stimulus packages as part of its response to COVID-19. The CommonwealthAuditor-General says that his audit program ‘will focus on providing Parliament with
transparency and assurance on management of the response.’38 One aspect of the government’s
response under scrutiny by the Auditor-General includes the provision of ‘advances’ to the
Finance Minister to fund COVID-19 response activities (AUD40 billion/USD27 billion) to
spend from 1 July without approval by parliament.39 The activities of the Auditor-General
promise to expose for public scrutiny the propriety of the conduct of the executive connected
with the expenditure by government, and the effectiveness of such spending in the recovery of
the society from COVID-19. These reviews are significant because some of the new legislation
passed by parliament confers broad ‘zones of administrative freedom’ on members of the
executive government to set the rules for eligibility for social security payments and the like.40
The breadth of the discretion makes it problematic for courts to engage in review of the legality
of decisions made pursuant to such powers. Yet, the focus of the Auditor-General on the
propriety of spending related to the such social security schemes opens up the possibility of
accountability for executive conduct.
4. Conclusion
Australian governments seem to have performed reasonably in protecting their populations
from the worst of COVID-19. There have been a low number of deaths and few very new cases
each day.41 Australia was able, through the imposition of strong border controls, populationlevel restrictions on movement and activity, and now extensive community testing, avert some
of the death and suffering which has afflicted other countries, and which have resulted in
agonising conflicts about the allocation of scarce medical resources.42 Even so, there remain
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questions about whether more could have been done earlier or at certain stages to prevent some
of the COVID-19-related harm that Australia experienced. Furthermore, there are severe,
interconnected social, economic, physical and mental consequences for individuals and the
society arising from the approaches taken – and continuing to be taken – by Commonwealth,
State and Territory governments. The ‘thick’ accountability mechanisms discussed in this
paper – parliamentary committee inquiries, Ombudsmen investigations and Auditor-General
reviews – have the benefit of being able to broadly and deeply interrogate the propriety of
government action during COVID-19. Their jurisdiction is broad, and their inquiries and the
focus can go beyond those which can be undertaken by courts. It is through these mechanisms
that more penetrating scrutiny is possible. Such scrutiny offers up findings and
recommendations for reflection by governments and their constituents about how we should
be governed in these times of emergency. Because although ex post facto mechanisms are
exceptionally important, the current crisis points to the need to deeply embed systems of good
government. In times when accountability mechanisms are suspended, delayed or otherwise
compromised, there must be a culture and infrastructure for governing well, which persists
despite and beyond the crisis conditions.
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